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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer has an existing IBM E850 HA cluster that they are
using for the SAP DB. They want to use HANA and would like to
have the E850 to be repurposed for this.
The E850 is a 32-core 1TB server with all cores and memory
active. Only 50% of the memory is populated using 64GB CDIMMs.
The HANA DB requires 3TB.
What would need to be done, if anything, to support this
requirement?
A. Add sixteen 128GB CDIMMs and activate another 2TB of memory.
B. Fill all memory slots with 128GB CDIMMs and activate another
2TB of memory.
C. Nothing can be done because the E850 only supports a maximum
of 2TB.
D. Purchase the E850 HANA edition specifically configured for
SAP.

Answer: A
Explanation:
Memory is ordered in pairs of the same memory feature. Both
CDIMMs of a CDIMM pair must be installed in the slots
supporting one processor. Different size pairs can be mixed on
the same processor module's slots. For optimal performance, all
pairs would be the same size. Also for optimal performance,
generally the amount of memory per processor module would be
the same or about the same.
Note: The Power E850 servers provides 128 GB to 4 TB
high-performance 1600 MHz
DDR3 or DDR4 ECC memory with L4 cache:
16 GB CDIMM DDR3 Memory (#EM86)
32 GB CDIMM DDR3 Memory (#EM87)
64 GB CDIMM DDR3 Memory (#EM88)
128GB CDIMM DDR4 Memory (#EM8S)
As the customer memory requirements increase, the system
capabilities are increased as follows:
With two processor modules installed, 16 CDIMM slots are
available, minimum memory is
128 GB.
With three modules, 24 CDIMM slots are available, minimum
memory is 192 GB.
With four modules 32 CDIMM slots are available, minimum memory
is 256 GB. Four
CDIMMs are available per socket. The more CDIMM slots that are
filled, the larger the available bandwidth available to the
server.
References: https://www0
1.ibm.com/common/ssi/printableversion.wss?docURL=/common/ssi/re
p_sm/2/877/ENUS
8 408-_h02/index.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have lost all your database control files. To recover them,
you are going to use the results of the alter database backup
controlfile to trace command. Your datafiles and your online
redo logs are all intact.
Which of the following is true regarding your recovery?
A. All you need to do is execute the trace file from SQL*Plus
and it will perform the recovery for you.
B. You will use the trace file to create a backup control file,
and then you will recover the database with the recover
database using backup controlfile command
C. You will use the noresetlogs version of the create
controlfile command.
D. You will use the resetlogs version of the create controlfile
command.
E. You will need to open the database with the resetlogs
command.

Answer: C
Explanation:
Refer to here CREATE CONTROLFILE Using NORESETLOGS Example The
following CREATE CONTROLFILE statement is generated by an ALTER
DATABASE BACKUP CONTROLFILE TO TRACE statement for a database
with Oracle managed data files and redo log files: CREATE
CONTROLFILE

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are a Dynamics 365 Finance developer. You have a virtual
machine that includes Visual Studio. You need to display the
elements by model. What should you do?
A. Select Model Management from the menu and then select View
all package dependencies
B. Select Model Management from the menu and then select
Refresh Models.
C. Right-click the Application Object Tree (AOT) node in
Application Explorer and select Model View.
D. Select Metadata Search from the Dynamics 365 menu.
Answer: D
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